A technique of quantitatively monitoring both respiratory and nonrespiratory motion in patients using external body markers.
The purpose of this study was to develop a technique that could quantitatively monitor the nonrespiratory motion of a patient during stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT). Multiple infrared external markers were placed on the patient's chest and abdominal surface to obtain patient motion signals. These motion signals contained both respiratory and nonrespiratory motion information. The respiratory motion usually has much larger amplitude on the abdominal surface than on the chest surface. Assuming that the nonrespiratory motion is a rigid body translation, we have developed a computer algorithm to derive both the respiratory and nonrespiratory motion signals instantly from two sets of motion signals. In first-order approximation, the respiratory motion was represented by the motion signal on the abdominal surface, and the nonrespiratory motion was represented by the motion signal on the chest surface subtracting its respiratory component. The algorithm was retrospectively tested on 24 patients whose motion signals were recorded during a gated-CT simulation procedure. The result showed that the respiratory noise in the nonrespiratory motion signal was reduced to less than 1 mm for almost all patients, demonstrating that the technique was able to detect nonrespiratory motion with a sensitivity of about 1 mm. It also showed that 50% of the patients had > or =2 mm, and 2 patients had > or =3 mm slow drift during the 15-25 min simulation procedure, suggesting that nonrespiratory motion could exist during prolonged treatment. This technique can potentially be used to control the nonrespiratory motion during SBRT. However, further validation is required for its clinical use.